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80 - 180mm ADJUSTABLE SKID FOR 33 - 46mm CAMERA 

Model No  CE140 

 

The 80 - 180mm Adjustable Camera Skid is designed for the 33mm or 46mm Camera and allows the 

user, without any special tools, to adjust the Skid independently from the front to the back from 80mm, 

130mm and up to 180mm.  They can also offset any one side.  This is especially useful if there is a 

growth at the bottom or top of the pipe being inspected – they can have that particular leg lowered so the 

Skid sits horizontally keeping the Camera in the centre of the inspecting pipe / Caisson.   

 

The Skid body holds six x legs; three at the front and three at the back.  Each leg can be adjusted in three 

different positions.  This is achieved by a finger tightening bolt.  The bolt is simply turned anti-clockwise 

on the leg being adjusted, removed and the leg taken to the desired position and reinstated, turned 

clockwise until secured.  Leg position will be held there until the reverse is carried out.   

 

The whole Skid measures 270mm long, however, the three legs from the front or the back can be 

removed completely which will bring the Skid side down to 180mm long, still allowing the user to have a 

fully adjustable Skid as previously.  If the user finds that the Skid is still too long, the three remaining 

legs can be removed and the Skid size comes down to 110mm but in this status the Skid diameter remains 

80mm which makes this Skid very flexible.   

 

Once work is finished, please remove the Centraliser from the Camera and wash with fresh water. 
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